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Abstract for
Understanding Turkish Classical Makam:
Identifying Modes Through Characteristic Melodies

by Adem Merter Birson, SMT-V 7.5

This article offers an entry point for the non-expert to hear Turkish classical music in an informed way by arguing for the significance of characteristic melodies. These melodies, often referred to as çeşni-s (pronounced chesh-nee), are presented here as essential building blocks in makam, the modal system of the Middle East. Turkish music has an Ottoman legacy rooted in oral tradition. Modern music theory, however, dates relatively recently to the beginning of the Turkish Republic (1923). During this period, Turkish musicologists adapted the makam system for Western staff notation and devised an approach to music theory based on scales. This approach, while currently widespread, has its limitations; the makam scales do not reflect the characteristic melodies that are often so important to the idiomatic expression of makam. For this reason, one needs extended interaction with experienced musicians in order to learn how to interpret the scores, an oral form of pedagogy traditionally known as meşk (mesh-k). Professional musicians and informed listeners today can identify these melodies, or çeşni-s, both upon hearing them and seeing them notated. This article provides analysis of individual çeşni-s—along with audio samples—as they appear in pieces of music and concludes with a performance of a Turkish art song featuring special guest, singer Ahmet Erdoğdular. The performance highlights the previously discussed çeşni-s, giving listeners access to an “insider”-style Turkish musical experience.
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